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From the Chair 

 THE LANGUAGE MIRROR 1 
 

Dr. Sachiko 
Matsunaga 

This academic year started with the 

hire of two tenure-track faculty 

members: Dr. Namhee Lee and Dr. 

Maria Marquez.  Dr. Lee, a linguist 

trained at UCLA, teaches Strategic 

Language Initiative (SLI) Korean 

courses and other Korean courses, 

and serves as the SLI Korean 

Coordinator.  Dr. Marquez, a Spanish 

poetry specialist trained at UC, 

Berkeley, teaches Spanish language 

courses as well as modern literature 

courses at graduate and 

undergraduate levels.  We welcomed 

them as valuable new members of 

the Department. 

In February, we had three external 

reviewers of our programs visit our 

campus: Dr. Patricia Black (Professor 

of French and Department Chair, 

CSU, Chico), Dr. Robert Borgen 

(Professor of Japanese and History, 

UC, Davis, and Dr. William Martínez, Jr. 

(Professor of Spanish and Department 

Chair, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo).  

Overall they praised the high quality 

of faculty and programs as well as 

advising, assessment, and the 

Language Lab.  They were also 

positively surprised by the fact that we 

have been doing all these within a 

tight budget, and that faculty 

members have been in good spirit 

despite furloughs and other 

budgetary difficulties.  I would like to 

thank everyone for the collaborative 

efforts made to get this job done.  We 

look forward to receiving the final 

recommendations from the 

University‟s Program Review 

Subcommittee in Fall 2010.  

In April, the Department held its 

second Modern Language Month 

events: 1) Molière in English: a reading 

of the hilarious School for Wives by the 

Parson‟s Nose theatre company; 2) 

Internationally renowned Cuban poet 

José Kozer‟s reading of a selection of 

his poems written in Spanish and their 

English translation, followed by 

discussion with audience; 3) Showing 

of a Japanese film, Densha Otoko 

(Train Man) with English subtitles, 

introduced by Dr. Chisato Koike; 4) A 

concert by the musical group Vision 

21 featuring traditional Korean 

musical instrument with vocal 

performances; 5) A guest lecture 

entitled, “Ethnicity and Baseball along 

China‟s Margins,” by Colin Legerton; 

6) A guest lecture by Mexican 

theatre/performance-artist and 

community activist, Violeta Luna, with 

video-clips of her theatre and 

performance work.  These events 

were co-sponsored by Le Cercle 

Français, the Japanese Studies 

Center, the Korean Cultural Center, 

the Chinese Studies Center, the Cross 

Cultural Centers, and Asociación de 

Estudiantes de Español.  I would like to 

thank the organizers (Drs. Christophe 

Lagier, Pablo Baler, Chisato Koike, 

Namhee Lee, Kylie Hsu, and Paola 

Marin) and Dr. Shijuan Liu for her 

special assistance. 

Throughout the academic year, the 

Department was involved in the SLI, a 

federal grant project, in collaboration 

with four other CSU campuses in 

Southern California (Fullerton, Long 

Beach, Northridge, and San 

Bernardino) and two in Northern 

California (San Francisco and San 

Jose).  In the third phase of the 

project (with $200,000), we 

successfully offered the third Summer 

Intensive Korean (a semi-immersion 

program) to seven CSU students 

(Cohort 3) from June 29 to August 7, 

2009.  In the fourth phase of the 

project (with an additional $200,000), 

the same students continued their 

study of Korean language and culture 

this academic year, and with four 

newly admitted students they are 

going to South Korea this summer to 

participate in the study abroad 

component at Korea University.  The 

same grant will also cover the fourth 

Summer Intensive Korean on campus 

this summer for a new group of 

students (Cohort 4).  We expect to 

start the fifth phase of the project in 

Fall 2010 with an additional grant.  In 

conjunction with the SLI Korean 

program, the Department awarded 

the students in the second cohort a 

Certificate in Korean upon their return 

from Korea last summer. 

Taking this opportunity, I would like to 

thank everyone for having given me 

the opportunity to serve as the 

Department Chair for the last six years.  

I look forward to working with the new 

Chair, and wish him or her the very 

best. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Chinese Culture Club 

The Chinese Culture Club continues to 

engage current and new members in 

fun learning activities ranging from 

singing poetry songs to playing bingo 

games on Chinese culture and history. 

Native and heritage speakers 

volunteered to tutor students of 

Chinese in preparation for their tests 

and skit performances. Club President 

Michael Leung, Vice President Kevin 

Jiang, and Treasurer Ben Saiyasombat 

were presented with award 

certificates at the opening ceremony 

of the Chinese poetry recitation 

contest on May 4, 2010 for their 

outstanding contributions to the club. 

On June 2, 2010, the club elected the 

new officers for 2010-11 as follows: 

Freya Lin as President, Yingying Wu as 

Vice President, Derek Lee as Treasurer, 

Myron Lucasan as Secretary, and 

Kevin Jiang as Event Coordinator. Dr. 

Kylie Hsu, Faculty Advisor to the Club, 

created a website for the club at 

www.calstatela.edu/faculty/khsu2/clu

b.html.  

 

 

Chinese Culture Club Website 

 

Faculty Activities 

 Dr. Kylie Hsu continued 

 to work with her  

 mentee, Dr. Shijuan Liu,  

 on several activities,  

 including organizing the  

 Eighteenth Annual  

 Chinese Poetry Reci- 
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Chinese Studies Center 

 

The Chinese Studies Center received 

commendatory evaluations from 

Dean Terry Allison and the College 

Review Committee for its active role in 

collaborating with the Chinese 

community in promoting and hosting 

scholarly and cultural activities each 

year. On April 22, 2010, the Center 

hosted a guest lecture, “Ethnicity and 

Baseball along China‟s Margins,” as 

part of the Modern Language Month, 

co-sponsored by the Cross Cultural 

Centers. This multimedia presentation 

by Colin Legerton, author of Invisible 

China, attracted a roomful of 

students, faculty, and scholars in the 

local community. The event was 

organized and chaired by Dr. Kylie 

Hsu, Director of the Chinese Studies 

Center, and the lecture was 

preceded by an introduction from Dr. 

Ted Crovello, former Dean for 

Graduate Studies and Research. 

 

 

Guest Lecture by Colin Legerton,  

April 22, 2010 

On May 4, 2010, the Eighteenth 

Annual Chinese Poetry Recitation 

Contest was held at the University-

Student Union Theater. The contest 

was funded by the University‟s 

Instructionally Related Activities 

Program, and co-organized by Dr. 

Kylie Hsu and Dr. Shijuan Liu. The event 

provided an opportunity for Southern 

California university and college 

students to gain a deeper 

understanding of Chinese literature, 

and to exchange cultural learning 

experiences with each other. 

Contestants competed at the 

elementary, intermediate, and 

advanced levels, whose first-place 

winners were Lorraine Tsui (CSULA), 

Yiding Zhu (UCI), and Freya Lin 

(CSULA), respectively. Additionally, 

CSULA students Fresli Santana and Erin 

Thomason placed third in the special 

non-heritage category. A student 

commented in his report: “It inspires 

students to learn more about the 

Chinese language because of its rich 

cultural history. Overall I would rate my 

reaction about the contest as an 

enlightening and inspiring 

experience.” Reporters from the Sing 

Tao Daily and the People‟s Daily 

came to cover the contest. Dr. Hsu 

chaired the event, and she invited 

accomplished poets and scholars 

from the Chinese community to serve 
on the contest judging panel, and on 

the Chinese Studies Center advisory 

committee, which convened 

following the conclusion of the 

contest to provide feedback and 

suggestions for future Center activities. 

 

 

2010 Chinese Poetry Recitation 

Contest Winners 

 

 

Contest Judges and Participating Faculty 

 

LANGUAGE AREA NEWS 

Chinese News  

continued on page 3 
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tation Contest, and serving as faculty 

advisors to the Chinese Culture Club. 

 

They completed a discipline research 

project funded by the CSU Institute for 

Teaching and Learning and 

presented their findings at the 13th 

CSU Symposium on University 

Teaching at CSU San Bernardino on 

April 24, 2010. In addition, Dr. Hsu was 

awarded a tenth-year grant to serve 

as the World Languages Associate 

Editor of the Multimedia Educational 

Resource for Learning and Online 

Teaching (MERLOT). She also received 

funds from CSULA for organizing the 

Chinese poetry recitation contest, and 

she was interviewed by the Sing Tao 

Daily, the People‟s Daily, and the 

Chinese Daily News on this event. In 

Summer 2009, Dr. Hsu was a visiting 

scholar at the Academia Sinica 

(Chinese National Academy), Taiwan, 

to conduct linguistics research at this 

most prestigious research institution of 

the country. Her accomplishments 

there also include her successful 

procurement of a lifetime 

complimentary subscription to the 

Academia‟s journal Language and 

Linguistics for our University. 

 

Dr. Hsu published the following, 

several of which are invited articles: 

Practical Chinese Exercises, Volume 2 

(Second Edition), Learn Perfect 

Publishing, Los Angeles, 2008; “A 

Review of Sound Systems of Mandarin 
Chinese and English: A Comparison by 

Tsung Chin,” Academic Perspective, 

Vol. 4, December 2008; “A Corpus-

based Analysis of Shuo „Speak‟ in 

Mandarin Spontaneous Speech,” 

Academic Perspective, Vol. 5, No. 2, 

December 2009; “Translation of „Ode 

to Water‟ by Xiangdong Ye,” 

Academic Perspective, Vol. 5, No. 2, 

December 2009; “Statement on 

Domestic Violence,” Proceedings of 

the 2010 World Summit on Human 

Rights for World Citizens, April 2010; 

“Review of Xu, J., et al. (Eds.) Jia You! 

Chinese for the Global Community, 

Vols. 1 and 2,” The Modern Language 

Journal, in press; and eight online 

reviews of Chinese language and 

culture learning materials, including 

“Chinese Idioms and History” by the 

University of Southern California 

Chinese Program, April 2009, and 

“Chinese Poems” by chinese-

poems.com, January 2010. 

 

Dr. Hsu also made the following 

invited and refereed presentations: 

“Peer Tutoring and Practical Training 

in Teaching Chinese for Business 

Purposes,” International Conference 

on Translation Studies, Cross-Cultural 

Communication and Chinese 

Pedagogy, Portland, OR, October 24-

25, 2008; “Early Tenure and Promotion 

Experiences,” CSULA Faculty 

Development Workshop on Early 

Tenure and Promotion, November 14, 

2008; “MERLOT 101: Multimedia 

Educational Resource for Learning 

and Online Teaching,” CSULA Faculty 

Development Workshop on MERLOT 

and Peer Reviews of Online Materials, 

May 7, 2009; “A Corpus-based 

Analysis of Shuo in Mandarin 

Spontaneous Speech,” Academia 

Sinica, Taiwan, August 31, 2009; “A 

Discourse Analysis of Two Verba 

Dicendi in Spoken Mandarin,” 

Chinese Language Teachers 

Association of California Spring 

Conference, Palo Alto, CA, March 6, 

2010; “Cross-campus Collaboration 

on Chinese Language Teaching and 

Learning,” The 13th CSU Symposium on 

University Teaching, San Bernardino, 

CA, April 24, 2010; “To „Say‟ or to 

„Talk‟: A Database Study of Natural 

Speech,” The Sixth International  

Conference and Workshops on 

Technology and Chinese Language 

Teaching in the 21st Century, 

Columbus, OH, June 12-14, 2010; 

“„Speaking‟ in Real-life Situations 

Abroad,” The 4th CIEE Conference on 

Chinese Language Learning and 

Teaching, Taipei, Taiwan, June 19, 

2010; “A Syntactic and Discourse 

Pragmatic Analysis of the Connective 

Function of Shuo in Taiwan Mandarin 

Spontaneous Speech,” The 12th 

International Symposium on Chinese 

Languages and Linguistics, Taipei, 

Taiwan, June 19-21, 2010; and 

“Pragmatics of „Speaking‟ in Chinese 

Conversations,” The 18th International 

Conference on Pragmatics and 

Language Learning, Kobe, Japan, July 

16-19, 2010. She chaired the session, 

“Students in the Community: An 

Approach to Learning,” at the 13th 

CSU Symposium on University 

Teaching, San Bernardino, CA, April 

24, 2010. 

 

Professor Qingyun Wu presented the 

paper, “Pursuits for the American 

Dream and Self-identity: From Maxine 

Hong Kingston and Amy Tan to Ha Jin 

and Yiyun Li,” at the 7th Conference of 

the International Society for the Study 

of Chinese Overseas, “Migration, 

Indigenization and Exchange: Chinese 

Overseas from Global Perspectives,” 

sponsored by Nanyang Technological 

University in Singapore, May 7-10, 

2010. She published seven poems in 

the Chinese journal, New World Poetry 

(Bimonthly): “Watching Fireworks on 

the Lantern Festival” and three poems 

in the June 2009 issue No.112; “On 

Deaths” in August 2009 issue No. 113 

(This poem was first chosen by online 

journal Poetry Sky); “Back to My Old 

School Days” in December 2009 issue 

No. 115; and “Ars Poetica” in February 

2010 issue No.116. The Journal also 

featured “Emily Dickinson‟s Six Poems 
on Death” translated by her on the 

front cover in the issue No.116. 

Professor Wu published a creative 

book, A Single-winged Bird, 
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by Xlibris Press in March 2010. It is a 

Chinese-English bilingual collection of 

42 poems, one short fiction, and 

about 60 one-way emails. Readers 

have been impressed by its lyrical and 

artistic taste as well as its innovative 

form and style. 

 

More Chinese News 

Dr. Shijuan Liu compiled a new course 

reader for CHIN 320: Chinese Phone-

tics and successfully taught the course 

for the first time in spring 2010. Dr. 

Qingyun Wu taught CHIN 460: Masters 

of Chinese Culture and Thought, with 

a new theme, Laozi, Zhuangzi and 

Daoism. Dr. Kylie Hsu and Dr. Shijuan 

Liu have completed their research 

project funded by the CSU Institute for 

Teaching and Learning. Seven 

Chinese major students have applied 

for graduation during summer 2009-

spring 2010. Congratulations to our 

former BA student Matthew Winter 

who has been accepted into the 

Chinese Master Program at University 

of Indiana and has presented 

impressive papers at conferences. For 

other related activities, please see 

news from the Chinese Studies Center. 

 

 

French News 

The French section is very happy to 

announce that two of his non-native 

MA graduates were accepted to 

French Ph.d programs: Kelly Tutko (UC 

Davis) and Elyse Ritchey (UC Berkley). 

It is also very sad to learn that Dr. 

Marie-Antoinette Zrimc (Emeritus/ 

French) passed at the beginning of 

June 2010. Dr. Gretchen Angelo, 

French Coordinator, was on leave in 

Fall quarter, continuing work on her 

free first-year French textbook, Liberté, 

as well as redoing the tests and 

website for the online advanced 

grammar course that CSULA offers to 

its own and other CSU students 

through concurrent enrollments.  In 

Winter and Spring, she taught a survey 

course in French prose and another in 

French poetry, an advanced seminar 

on Baudelaire, courses in French 

civilization, Phonetics and Historical 

Linguistics, and another online, CSU-

wide course on general French 

linguistics, which she taught as a 

volunteer overload.   

Dr. Christophe Lagier taught a variety 

of courses amongst which the new 

“Introduction to Québec and 

Québecer Identity” which he was 

able to prepare through a generous 

grant from the Québec Gouvern-

ment. These funds also allowed him to 

go back to that region to complete 

the video interviews section of the 

project in Spring 2010. Dr. Lagier also 

finished is mandate as Chair of the AP 

French Development Test Devopment 

Committee which prepared the 2011 

exams. For the second year in a row, 

he also directed the Middelbury 

College Summer French School at 

Mills College.  

(Below is written by Dr. Hildebrando 

Villarreal.)  On June, 2010 the 

Department of Modern Languages 

and Literatures lost a true friend and a 

dedicated colleague, Marie 

Antoinette Zrimc, Professor Emerita of 

French.  Born in Alsace-Lorraine Marie 

was fluent in both French and 

German.  From a very early age she 

excelled in her studies beginning at 

the Lycée de Jeunes Filles where she 

received her Baccalauréat (mention 

bien – magna cum laude) continuing 

on to Radcliffe College/Harvard 

University where she earned her Ph.D. 

In 1964 she was hired as professor of 

French at California State College at 

Los Angeles, now known as California 

State University, Los Angeles. When I 

first met Marie I was struck by her 

warm, unassuming personality and I 

was unaware that I was rubbing 

shoulders with a Harvard graduate.  

Heck, she could have dropped the 

“H-Bomb” on me, but she didn‟t.  Her 

doctorate was in Comparative 

Literature and she was very 

accomplished in her field.  In fact, the 

editor of Papers in Language and 

Literature once asked Marie 

Antoinette to review an essay that 

had been submitted to the journal 

because he remarked, “You are the 

best French scholar in America to 

consult about Marguerite Yourçenar”. 

She was the recipient of several grants 

including the Fulbright Travel Grant, 

the Danforth Teacher Grant, the NEH 

grant Strengthening the Humanities 

through Foreign Languages and 

Literature Studies, and she had 

numerous publications and presen-

tations to her name.  Her contributions 

to the Department and University 

included service in the Academic 

Senate and on countless committees 

for many years.  Although not an overt 

feminist, Marie Antoinette blazed 

academic trails by becoming the 

second woman to chair the Depart-

ment (1982-88).  Later she became 

the Resident Director for the CSU 

International Program in France (1988-

89).  After her retirement, 1992, she 

was active in the Emeriti Association 

for several years.  In her own quiet way 

Marie Antoinette Zrimc was a role-

model and an inspiration, especially 

for women students. Marie 

Antoinette‟s husband, Rudolf, died 

December of 2010, but she is survived 

by her son John and her daughter 

Claire.  A memorial service was held 

on June 22, 2010 at the Holy Family 

Catholic Church in South Pasadena. 
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Third prize winners: Janet Louie (Notre 

Dame HS); Young Sun Byun (UC 

Irvine); Kelly Chen (UC Irvine) 
 

Consulate Award winner: Lauren 

Ciaccio (UC Riverside) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Grand Prize Winner: John Paul Buha 

(CSULA) 

 

Comparison of My Childhood and 

Current Life by John Paul Buha 

I would like to first thank Professor 

Chisato Koike for the time and effort 

she put in to help me edit and 

practice my speech. I decided to 

write a speech that is comparing both 

my childhood and current life. The 

message I was trying to tell was 

childhood memories are always the 

best comparing to the busy life every 

college student in my age group has 

right now. I believe we are all born in 

the wrong era. An era with poor 

economy, and one is not even 

guaranteed a job even if one holds a 

college degree. 
 
I first talked about my childhood 
memories. I consider my childhood 
memories as sweet and joyful. For 
example, catching frogs with friends 
after school, and watching the 
famous Japanese cartoon “Chibi 
Maruko.” In my point of view, those 
were the happy old days. Life was 
great for a little kid like me back then, 
because there were simply no worries 
at all. “Chibi Maruko” is a naïve little 
girl who misbehaves sometimes. She 
has all the qualities of a real life child. 
Therefore, watching the cartoon 
would always remind me of my 
childhood.  
Then I talked about my current life, or 
one may say the life that every 
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Japanese News  

The Japanese Studies Center (JSC)  

successfully hosted The 14th Annual 

Japanese Speech Contest (organized 

by Dr. Toshiko Yokota, the JSC 

Associate Director, with assistance 

from Dr. Chisato Koike and Ms. 

Nobuko Fujita) on February 28, 2010, 

with twenty-four contestants (from 

three high schools and three 

universities) who spoke in front of 70 

people. The judges (Dr. Setsue Shibata 

of California State University, Fullerton 

and Dr. Hidemi Riggs of Soka 

University) selected ten winners of the 

competition. The contest was 

supported by a CSULA Instructionally 

Related Activity grant, a Japan 

Foundation grant, and generous gifts 

from the Consulate General of Japan 

at Los Angeles, the Japan Foundation 

in Los Angeles and Kinokuniya 

Bookstore in Costa Mesa.  The event 

was attended by Dr. Terry Allison 

(Dean, the College of Arts and Letters) 

who gave welcoming remarks, three 

guests of honors who awarded special 

prizes (Mr. Makoto Hirose [Consul at 

the Consulate General of Japan, L.A.]; 

Mr. Kohki Kanno [Director, The Japan 

Foundation, L.A.]; Mr. Yoshihiro Nihei 

[Program Coordinator for Arts & 

Culture, The Japan Foundation, L.A.]), 

and Dr. Sachiko Matsunaga (the 

Department Chair and the JSC 

Director) who handed the Certificates 

to all contestants and gave closing 

remarks. 
 
Grand prize winner: John Paul Buha 

(CSULA) 
 

First prize winners: Jose Castorena 

(Long Beach Japanese Language 

School); Chung Kwan Fan (CSULA); 

Dandan Sun (CSULA)  
 
Second prize winners: Kris Kelkar 

(Notre Dame HS); Sze Yu Chen (UC 

Irvine); Joe Garcia (CSULA) 

college student has right now. As 
college students, we have no choice 
but to study and worry about our 
grades. Nevertheless, we live our life 
tensely. For example, we rush to class 
everyday in order not to be late which 
causes the people with vehicle to 
have to struggle with finding parking 
space, and the people without 
vehicle to wake up early to catch 
public transportation. All of these are 
tragic in my eyes. Why do we college 
students have to struggle so hard just 
to earn a living in the future?  
 Perhaps I am a person who always 
lives in the past, but I do not care at 
all. If time machine exists, I would 
certainly travel back to my childhood 
time where there were no worries of 
any kind, and of course I would not 
return to the current reality. Childhood 
memories appear on my mind almost 
every day whenever I am busy, and 
thinking about them would always 
make me smile. Therefore, I 
encourage everyone to take a trip 
back to childhood sometimes and just 
stay there for as long as you like. I can 
assure you that not only your stress will 
be reduced, but you will also have a 
smile on your face.  
 

The Price of Happiness by the First Prize 

Winner, Dandan Sun (CSULA) 

I used to love school very much when I 

was a child.  However, these feelings 

disappeared with my bad grades.  I 

started to be scared of school, tons of 

homework and teachers.  This situation 

didn't change at all throughout my 

high school days. However, after I 

went to college and started my first 

part time job, I began to realize the 

difficulty of working outside of the 

school.   So far, I have done three 

kinds of part time jobs  
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The customer service of auto insurance 

company, working at a kitchen of a 

nursing home, and a medical office 

work I'm doing now.   I was so scared in 

the beginning, but I believed the 

harder I worked, the better result I 

could get.  However, the place I 

worked was completely different from 

school. I felt so exhausted in the 

darkness of the world. Then, my school 

life saved me.  I realized that teachers 

have responsibility and students study 

hard.  Now I really enjoy the classes 

and the pure feelings of my teachers 

and friends at school.  I think that I can 

feel this happiness because of the 

painful experience that I had from  

the work places. I can now say that  

my past sad experiences are the price 

of happiness.  

 

Another Essay written by a 4th year 

Japanese Student 

"If you haven't been embarrassed yet 

today, you haven't stepped out of 

your apartment." I thought up that 

phrase about halfway through my ten 

month stay in Japan.  At first glance it 

sounds pessimistic, but really it was the 

line that got me pumped up for 

another round of exploring my 

neighborhood by getting lost in it.  

After all, studying a language for two 

years can only get you so far in real 

life.  The gaffes that followed were 

usually embarrassing, but made for 

wonderful stories when I got home.   

My study abroad time in Japan was, 

pardon the cliché, an unforgettable 

experience.  As an only child who had 

never been away from home and the 

familiar for longer than a week, the 

idea of leaving my family and friends 

for a year was as daunting as it was 

exhilarating.  I won't say I never got 

homesick, but I can safely declare that 

the experiences and people I met 

more than made up for my occasional 

desire for home in America. 

The summer before leaving for Japan 

was an interesting one.  I don't think it 

ever really clicked in my mind that I 

was really leaving until I buckled into 

my cramped United Airlines seat.  The 

past few months were filled with going 

out with friends to the local tea house, 

taking the bus to summer school, and 

preparing for my trip.  While making 

sure that I wasn't forgetting anything 

important (like the airline tickets) I also 

had to make sure I didn't get swept 

up in the details (like what brand of 

toothpaste I should use over there).  

Not sweating over the small stuff kept 

me sane. 
 

Once in Tokyo, I realized that “expe-

riencing everything to the fullest” was 

much easier said than done.  After all, 

one is met with so many choices.  Do I 

save up my money to go to that 

famous tourist spot, or do I go out 

eating as much Japanese cuisine as 

possible till my stomach screams for a 

McDonald‟s burger? 

 

 
 

When going out to historical places, I 

was always torn between acting like a 

tourist and taking a picture of 

everything, and simply taking it all in, 

knowing that my memories would 

serve in place of photos.  And 

sometimes I was just tired!  There were 

days when I just hung out with friends 

as we ordered take out from the local 

Pizza Hut (yes, Japan has Pizza Hut) 

while watching anime.  Experiencing a 

new country isn't just about going to 

all the tourist spots.  I learned that 

there were times when I had to take a 

break from the fast pace of a study 

abroad student and relax with the friends 

I‟d made. 

 

The CSU International Program was 

definitely a great help while over in 

Tokyo.  We had two wonderful direc-

tors who also acted as counselors 

when culture shock or personal pro-

blems were plaguing us students.  Our 

school was one of the most prestigious 

in all of Japan, although I learned a lot 

more from my classmates who even-

tually became good friends that any 

textbook I had over there.   

 

 
 

From these classes I learned an 

important lesson: always adapt.  Many 

of us learned that the classes we 

wanted were not available or con-

flicted with each other.  Since many of 

us were expecting to get credit at our 

respective schools, it was hard having 

to come up with new classes that 

would be considered.  Once classes 

started, we soon learned that they 

were not as rigorous as our Cal State 

schools.  While this caused many of us 

to skip out on some classes (not too 

many times I swear!), surprisingly we 

were able to connect better with our 

fellow classmates.  At Waseda 

University, it wasn't just Japanese 

students, but people from around the 

world with whom we took classes with.   
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From these new friends, both 

Japanese and fellow study abroad 

students, I was able to get over my 

embarrassment when speaking 

Japanese.  No matter how bad I 

messed up my grammar or misused 

words, my friends were always patient 

and helpful when conversing with me.  

 

 
 

Living in Tokyo meant having to get 

used to living in a metropolis of 

people.  I come from the suburbs of 

Los Angeles so riding the morning train 

to school jam packed with students 

and business men and women took a 

bit of time to get used to.  As well, I 

had to learn that simple things like 

going to the market or ordering food 

at a restaurant were not as easy with a 

language barrier.  For instance, my first 

time ordering in a McDonalds left me 

wondering if I had truly studied 

Japanese for the past two years.  I 

made a vow over my delicious shrimp 

filet sandwich that by the end of my 

stay in Japan, I would prove to the 

cashiers that I could order without the 

use of an English menu.  A few weeks 

later, I walked into the McDonalds 

down my street and couldn‟t help but 

inwardly laugh at the cashier‟s look of 

horror as she saw a foreigner (who 

presumably couldn‟t speak Japanese) 

walk up to her.  A look of relief 

replaced that as soon as I rattled off  

in Japanese what I wanted to eat.  

Although it was a rather mundane 

moment, it stands out in my mind as 

my small step towards getting the 

hang of living in Japan. 
 

At the end of my stay in Tokyo, I 

realized that instead of just coming 

away with new experiences of 

Japanese culture, I myself had 

changed.  I think many students forget 

that study abroad is not a one way 

street of cultural exchange.  No one 

can immerse themselves in a culture 

and come away completely the 

same.  Although study abroad goes 

hand in hand with language 

acquisition, I think gaining a higher 

level in language, while important, is 

on the bottom of the  “things I learn-

ed” list.  The friends and memories I've 

made will always be dear to me and 

motivate me as I continue my career 

in the Japanese field. 

 

Japanese Faculty 

Dr. Chisato Koike   

presented three papers:  

 “Conjunction „or‟ as a  

turn yielding discourse  
marker” at the AAAL  

2010 Annual Conference  

in Atlanta, GA; “Omoiyari „considera-

tion for others‟ in Japanese food talk-

in-interaction” at the symposium on 

Japanese food: The verbal and 

nonverbal experience at the University 

of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN; 

“Identity, concepts, and manners in 

Japanese food talk” at ATJ 2010 

Annual Conference, Philadelphia, PA. 
  

 Dr. Sachiko  Matsunaga 

continued continued to serve as the  

 PI/Director of the  

 Strategic Language  

 Initiative Korean Program  

 with a subcontracted 

federal grant from CSU, Long Beach.  

She made a presentation at the 

Eleventh Annual Conference of the 

Japanese Society for Language 

Sciences, Tokyo Denki University, 

Japan, July 4-5, 2009.  She published  

a scholarly article entitled, “Retention 

of katakana as foreign scripts: The 

effects of mnemonics and spatial 

ability” in Journal of the National 

Council of Less Commonly Taught 

Languages (2009).  She also served as 

a referee for Japanese Language 

and Literature, a journal for which she 
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continued from page 6 has been on the Editorial Board since 

2008.  She has additionally been 

serving as the campus representative 

for the CSU Academic Council for 

International Programs, and as a 

member of two national committees: 

the Consultant Committee for the 

Japan Foundation and the Review 

Committee for the 2010 Critical 

Language Scholarship Program.  

 

 Dr. Toshiko Yokota  

 published a peer- 

 reviewed paper  
 “Created Images of  
 Author Yosa Buson” in  

 International Journal of  

Humanities vol. 7, Summer 2009. She 

also served as an MC at The 14th 

Symposium on Japanese Language 

Education in Europe in Berlin, Germany 

in September 2009. Her conference 

report appeared in the newsletter #38 

of the Association of Japanese 

Language Teachers in Europe (AJE) in 

November 2009. She was invited and 

participated in The Japan Foundation, 

LA Strategic Meeting: Bridging 

Japanese Language and Japanese 

Studies in Los Angeles as a 

representative of The Association of 

Teachers of Japanese and wrote a 

report to the president of the 

association in February 2010.  

 

 

KOREAN NEWS 

SLI Korean Program 

The Southern California campuses of 

the CSU system were awarded grants 

from the federal government, and are 

collaborating to provide an innovative 

approach to intensive language 

learning that can serve as a model for 

other language teaching settings. This 

is called Strategic Language Initiative 

(SLI), and CSULA takes charge of  
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intensive Korean language programs 

as a part of the SLI. Since its inception 

in2007, two cohorts have graduated 

from it, the third cohort students are 

going to Seoul Korea this summer, and 

the fourth cohort will start their six-

week Summer Intensive Program in 

July. The four- cohort students have 

come from diverse populations and 

have applied with various academic  

back-grounds including business, 

engineering, medicine, social 

sciences and humanities. The SLI 

Korean Language Program Model 

includes three language develop-

ment phases (Summer Language 

immersion, Academic year indivi-

dualized language study and online 

lessons, and Summer Study Abroad 

Immersion) for each cohort of 

participants to move from low or mid-

intermediate proficiency levels to high 

intermediate or low-advanced levels. 

Results of the program evaluation and 

students' Oral Proficiency Interview 

(OPI) and Writing Proficiency Test 

(WPT) by ACTFL showed that  

Program's first and second cohort of 

students significantly improved their 

ratings compared to their pre-entry 

assessments. 
   

The SLI students agree that through 

the SLI Korean program, they became 

more independent and self-confident 

and could expand their knowledge of 

Korean language and culture by 

actually being there and seeing it. The 

students reported that in addition to 

enjoying and learning in their classes, 

they learned some of the most valu-

able lessons outside of the classroom. 

Weekend excursions to museums and 

cultural sites also added to their 

academic and personal growth.  

 

Korean Certificate Program 

The department of Modern 

languages and Literatures established 

Korean Certificate Program, which is 

the only Korean program among the 

23 CSU campuses. This program will 

grow into minor, major, and single 

subject teaching credential program 

in the future.  
 

Hiring of the first tenure-track 

Korean Faculty 

  The department  

  hired Dr. Namhee  

  Lee as a tenure- 

  track faculty in  

  Korean. He earned  

  his PhD. degree in  

  Applied Linguistics  

from UCLA. He have taught Korean 

and applied linguistics at UCLA, UCR, 

and Defense Language Institute for 

more than 10 years, and he is 

expected to develop the Korean 

program at Cal State LA. His research 

interests include Korean linguistics, 

language evolution, language 

acquisition, complexity theory and 

neurobiology of language learning. 

He coauthored a book, The 

Interactional Instinct: The Evolution  

and Acquisition of Language, published by Oxford 

University Press in 2009. 

 

Inauguration of Korean Students 

Association 

Korean students constitute the third 

largest minority group on campus, 

and to promote their academic 
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growth, cultural awareness, and 

contribution to the community, they 

founded Korean Student Association 

in June. At the very first gathering of 

the association, Dove Ara Kim was 

elected as the first president of the 

association. She envisions that the 

association will grow into a society 

that helps not only ethnic Korean 

students but also the whole 

community of the university by 

actively introducing Korean culture to 

the campus.   

 

Korean Culture Night 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CSULA and Korean Culture Center  

cosponsored Korean Culture Night on 

April 22, and invited Korean Fusion 

Music Team, Tory‟s, A Cappella, and 

Ullim, the instrumental ensemble, 

which ranked in the top ten at the 

2009 “21C Korean Music Project 

competition. The performers 

presented the beauty and elegance 

of Korean music to the audience of 

faculty, students, and people from the 

LA community.  
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